
 
 

SPIRITUAL  SONGS: 
 
A tinge of blissfulness     - Responsibility for one`s life 
Arrogance      - Self-centered behavior and its consequences   
Carried by angels      - Led back to paradise  
Deep inside      - Appearance and success do not determine the inner balance 
                                                                           and satisfaction 
Evenings stillness      - The ups and downs of life  
Fears       - The negative effects of fears 
For all your striving     - Responsibility for one`s own life – resonance phenomenon                
God`s poetry      - The diversity and variety of the 
Gratitude      - Not criticism of everything, but gratitude brings satisfaction 
Grief       - Grief and its possible consequences  
Haughtiness      - Arrogance doesn`t produce honest appreciation 
Hope       - Hope - a tool for overcoming personal crises 
How many people     - Disturbed couple relationship 
Hymn to humanity     - Calling for a life for the common good 
Ideas       - Social aspects of human striving 
I feel your magnificent presence   - Charity/ interpersonal action 
In search of      - To find your own identity 
Learning       - Learning as an evolutionary process 
Life       - Transience of all being 
Life can be exciting     - The beautiful aspects of existence 
Loneliness      - Self-love as a way out of isolation 
Look around      - Human action contrary to the divine message 
Morning light      - Morning light as a source of energy 
Nothing here on earth is certain   - There is not only one way to heaven 
Nothing like always     - Consequences of the corona epidemic 
Our creation      - Your own thoughts influence the course of your life 
Passion      - Passion as an engine for renewal 
Questions      - Unanswered questions in this world 
Sadness      - Grief – one of the deepest human emotions 
See the miracle of life    - The glory of creation through diversity and richness of species 
Sky and heaven     - Heaven is here on earth 
Stubborness      - Intransigence and its consequences 
That once we can come back   - Ask for God`s spiritual accompaniment 
The astronaut     - Search of GOD in the universe 
The creation      - Respect for the nature and the creation 
The hope that better days will come  - Hope as a light at the end oft the tunnel 
The light      - Contemplation to find the inner balance/ yearning for spiritual  
                    depth 
The love might win                - Longing for human affection with homosexual inclination 
The old park bench     - Experiences and life stories of park visitors 
To enlighten the world    - Characteristics of an awakened and high civilization 
To forget      - Forgetting in all its aspects 
Transitoriness      - The impermanence of everything earthly 
True love      - True love as an aspect of divine love 
Trust       - Trust in GOD`s help in times of crisis 
Unsteadiness     - Impermanence of all things here on earth 
We can influence our fate    - Life as a resonance phenomenon of our thoughts 
Why always complaining    - Encouragement to brave the challenges of life 
Yes, I live      - The meaning of now 
You`re the creator     - The way you think and act influence what happens in your  
                     own life 


